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Abstract
Globalization and the use of technology call for an adaptation of value creation strategies. As the
potential for rationalization and achieving flexibility within companies is to the greatest possible
extent exhausted, approaches to the corporate reorganization of value creation are becoming
increasingly important. In this process, the spread and further development of information and
communication technology often provide the basis for a reorganization of cross-company value
nets and lead to a redistribution of roles and tasks between the actors involved in value creation.
While cooperative, decentralized and self-organizing value creation processes are in fact being
promoted, the associated potential for development and production engineering is being
underestimated and hence not implemented sufficiently. This contribution will introduce a value
creation taxonomy and then, using its notion and structure, describe the emerging transformations
in value creation on the basis of case studies. Finally an adequate framework for analysing and
configuring value creation will be presented.

1 Introduction
Every year Time magazine elects its Person of the Year. In 2006 the decision was made in
favour of “You” [1]. This honour applied to everybody because each individual in our
interconnected world is increasingly being put in the position of codesigning the future in
practically all fields of life. However, this ability does not only extend to the production of
information and knowledge, as is indicated by the common and sometimes overworked term
of the “information and knowledge society”. In the field of the physical and material, too,
patterns can be detected that represent an increasingly collaborative and yet decentralized
and individualized type of production.
One example of this is the US company Local Motors, which succeeded in bringing an
automobile to production maturity by using open source principles [2]. The vehicle
concerned is an off-road racing car which is also authorized for street use. The design of the
exterior and the selection of the majority of assemblies were achieved by the company
collaborating with interested and committed volunteers. Assembly of the vehicle is taking
place under the direct supervision of company staff by the customers there self in one of the
Local Motors “microfactories”. The company currently has only some ten full-time
employees but more than 6,000 members in the web community. Technical documents are
placed under an Open Source licence [3] in order to facilitate the transfer of data and
participation in the further development.
Other examples of the open source development of physical goods are the projects of
Fab@home [4] and RepRap [5]. In both projects 3D printers were developed independently
of one another on the basis of open source principles. The Fab@home machines can be built
from commercially available components or be purchased as a construction set. In the
RepRap project, a heated “writing head”, the kinematics for the relative motion and the
software for the appropriate PC control system were developed by the web community
itself. Parts list and design drawings are available on the respective project websites and they
enable anyone to participate in the development or use it for themselves.
In connection with the Time award, the examples show an extreme form of the continuing
transformation of value creation. This transformation process can be described by using the notion
of a value creation taxonomy which is introduced subsequently. Chapter 2 gives then a structured
overview of aspects of this process which can be seen as transformation to a bottom-up economics.
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Based on that initial observation a systematic empirical investigation was undertaken by the
authors which is outlined in Chapter 3. The outcome of that investigation constitutes the theory of
openness described in Chapter 4. Using the value creation taxonomy once more in Chapter 5 the
empirically identified drivers will be put into a framework of value creation configuration, that leads
to the Open Production model to be introduced in Chapter 6.
The basis for this work is a value creation taxonomy which is constituted by the structures,
processes and the object of value creation. These three central elements are subject to lasting
changes, the cause of which can in turn be found in technological change. Key criteria here are
further developments and the spread of information and communication technologies as well as
production technology (cf.

Figure 1).

Fig. 1 Drivers of transformation and factors of influence in value creation taxonomy

The transformation from value creation structures can firstly be attributed to globalization [6-8].
The spread of I&C technologies and the accompanying fall in transaction costs means that the
benefits of widely dislocated value creation activities are increasing, which is permanently changing
the relations between the actors operating worldwide. However, as the pressure of competition
increases, this is also being accompanied by a potential expansion of sales opportunities. Secondly,
an increase in the importance of the customer’s role can be detected. Since informational work is
gaining importance as part of value creating processes customer’s power over the producer is rising
due to an ever-better access to I&C technology and networks which become means of production
in a broader sense. Therefore the value creation and production can not longer be seen as bounded
to a company domain. It is no longer possible to achieve a clear demarcation between the domains
of customers and producers as can be seen in the example cases above (e.g. development and
assembly by customers).
The transformation of the value creation processes stems immediately from the influence of the
value creation structure. The need for individualized products and globalization thus calls for
changeable production systems and processes. In addition, the number of actors involved in the
value creation process is increasing. Coordination of these actors takes place less through
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hierarchical organizations than through other mechanisms. With the decreasing importance of
conditions of time and space, the value creation processes are increasingly based on interaction,
collaboration and self-organization [9] of the actors distributed worldwide.
In relation to the value creation artifact, three essential aspects of the change can be identified.
Firstly, customers are increasingly demanding individualized products and services. This involves an
additional challenge for the manufacturer. Secondly, the ratio of intangible to tangible components
of the product is rising, which among other factors can be attributed to the increasing importance
of software and service components. The third aspect is closely linked with the second. Here the
issue concerns the property rights constellation of the value creation artifact. While the benefits of
regulated exclusive property rights are accepted for physical goods, this acceptance requires a
revaluation in the case of goods with an increasing intangible or informational character as
software (e.g. Open Source Software) or encyclopaedias (e.g. Wikipedia).

2 Bottom-up economics
The transformation in the three core areas of value creation taxonomy is leading to new patterns of
value creation, which can be summed up under the term “bottom-up economics”. It differs
essentially in its structure-related and process-related character from industrial production, which
represents a manifestation of top-down economics.
Bottom-up economics is characterized by a fusing of production and consumption, by distributed
structures and processes and by collaboration as the most intensive form of interaction between
actors. In all areas of value creation, such as research and development (e.g. user innovation, open
innovation), production (e.g. crowdsourcing, production networks, mass customization) and
marketing (social commerce, viral marketing, collaborative filtering), signs of this paradigm change
are to be found. Essential features of bottom-up economics in relation to the underlying value
creation models, organization and production structures as well as the essence of the work will be
explained in the following subsections.

From providing to co-creating value
UEDA et al. describe the transformation in value creation using three value creation models [10,11].
While the “providing value model” is appropriate for describing forms of industrial production, the
“adaptive value model” is better suited to describing the current state of production. However, an
increase in the importance of the “co-creative value model” can be expected in the future
(

Figure 2) [10,11].
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Fig. 2 Value creation models according to UEDA [10,11]

The providing value model describes closed systems. The value of the artifact is defined by
customers and producers independently of one another and the environmental behaviour can be
determined precisely in advance. The problems that occur in this model may be regarded as
optimization problems. The model can be transferred to mass production and the provision of
routine services.
Although the value for the customer and for the producer can be defined in the adaptive value
model, the environment is shaped by changes that are difficult to predict. The system concerned is
therefore partially (with respect to the environment) open. This type of model can be used to
consider problems that may be regarded as adaptation problems. It can be applied, for example, to
a customer-oriented, partially individualized production.
In the co-creative value model, the values for producer and customer cannot be determined
independently of one another. Furthermore, poor predictability of the environmental behaviour
and of the targets and needs of customers is assumed. The interacting roles of producers and
customers cannot be distinguished with relation to value creation. Here the range of value creation
extends to all areas of the value system. A large number of the value creation patterns under
observation (e.g. collaboration of producer and customer, user innovation, allowing access to
product data) can be explained better with the co-creative model than with the models described
previously.

From mass production to interactive value creation
Classical industrial organization is geared towards the central idea of mass production. Accordingly,
the application of certain methods, such as the separation of planning and executive activity,
standardization, specialization, division of labour in the organizational structure, hierarchical
structuring and strictly formalized communication, play a key role. At the focus of production
engineering are the rationalization of the production of merchandise and hence the systematic
perfection of the manufacturing processes [12]. The model of mass production has at the same
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time advanced to the prevailing paradigm in the design and management of production systems
[13].
However, mass production can only be regarded as an ideal model under certain conditions. These
include uniform production independent of external influences, which in turn calls for
homogeneous mass markets in the long term and a stable demand. The transition to the
information age has, however, promoted the removal of these assumptions.
The concept of interactive strategy represents the starting point for the scientific discussion
concerning interactive value creation which results in a re-evaluation of the relationships between
the actors involved in value creation [14]. Together with the application of modern production
principles [15] (cf.

Figure 3) it forms an integrating strategic approach for the design of

future value systems that correspond to the present and future requirements.
Fundamental technological, economical and social changes have led to a change in the prevailing
market relationships for the benefit of the customer. The increasing wish for individualization and
the discontinuous demand behaviour associated with it, together with the increase in complexity of
expected services represent new challenges for producing companies. Such challenges can only be
managed through structural and strategic changeability, an extension of the range of services and
intensified cooperation (particularly with customers).
Only the creation of a value constellation is able to guarantee competitive success in this
environment of increasingly complex and dynamic processes of development and production. All
relevant actors have to be interactively incorporated into this, which demands a separation from
the in-company realization of a static chain of values as defined by PORTER [16].
The reality resulting from the transformation described can no longer be managed precisely with
the existing “closed” understanding of value creation in production systems as the prerequisites of
the logic of mass production have in many cases become obsolete. The consequence is the need for
a redefinition of the object under consideration, namely that of production sciences, which takes
into account the premises of a changeable, open value creation.
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Fig. 3 Transformation in the logic of production (cf. [15])

Inclusion of actors from outside the factory respectively the company domain in examinations of
production science is in fact already being demanded by SPUR [17] but has not yet been given
sufficient consideration. In the following, the term production system has therefore been replaced
by value system as this is based on the necessary broader understanding of a system in which the
complete value creation process can be described.

Decentralization of labour and production
The far reaching changes of culture, structures and processes in economics are also leading to a
transformation of (acquisition) work with immediate effects on the production organization [18]. As
a result, the terms of crowdsourcing [19], commons-based peer production [20] and prosumerism
[21] are being used to describe a trend towards self-organizing, decentralized and cooperative
networks of individuals whose economic potential is difficult to assess. Crowdsourcing stands for
the increasingly important phenomenon of Internet-supported outsourcing of problem-solving and
production processes to a large number of individuals. Commons-based peer production
encompasses the non-commercial, collaborative provision of services, the starting point of which
can be found in open-source software production. The term “prosumer” describes an individual
who is at the same time a consumer and producer united in a hybrid role and actively contributes
to the production of a good (e.g. in the form of personalization).
Two essential drivers, automation and intense networking both in the private sphere and in
employment, have permanently changed the nature of labour. The extent of physical employment
is decreasing whereas “knowledge workers” are becoming more important. The so-called
“cognitariat” has its own means of production: knowledge, information, estimation and it already
forms the majority of the employed population in western societies [22]. The number of monolithic
workplaces to which occupants have to report every day is falling [18]. Employees, for example, no
longer work in a traditional office but at home or another location. Teams will organize themselves
spontaneously and dedicate themselves to fixed assignments. Consultant relationships could
become a prevailing model for labour conditions. During the course of this decentralization of
labour, an increasing part of value creation will be assumed by individuals, the self-employed,
individual entrepreneurs and small and medium-sized enterprises instead of large companies or
corporations [18].
The characteristic distinction between the domains of production and consumption of industrial
society is dissolving. The passive consumer is developing into a “working customer” [23] or
prosumer [21] as a hybrid social figure in value creation. In addition to their own production,
prosumers are increasingly providing productive services in this process, which represent a utility
value not only for themselves but for others as well (e.g. user innovation, customer to customer
support). As a result, customers and employees as an “external factor” or company resource are
becoming an important subject matter in the value creation configuration.
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3 Case studies
In order to systematically develop a fundamental understanding for the transformation in value
creation, an explorative research approach has been chosen in the form of case studies. The aim
here was to identify new patterns and causal relationships as well as to convey a holistic image of
the value creation configuration in form of a heuristic framework [24]. On the basis of more than
100 scientific and practically oriented publications, 38 different cases of interactive value creation
were identified and investigated. The result of the empirical investigation can be represented in the
form of an analysis matrix with the two category dimensions of “case cluster” and “categories of
value creation taxonomy”, which have been developed iteratively in the research process
(

Figure 4). A first step (A) contained the arrangement of the selected cases according to the

type of observed “new patterns in the value creation”. Afterwards (B), the categories to be
considered in the value creation taxonomy were roughly defined. As the categories represent a
very coarse division, a more precise definition took place from which it was possible to provisionally
derive the drivers. The case categories were adapted (C) on the basis of this taxonomy and the
specific drivers. In the final analysis matrix, the following categories were differentiated in the “case
clusters” dimensions:




cooperation networks (e.g. Boeing, Magna, Foxconn, Lifan)
idea marketplaces (e.g. Yourencore, Innocentive, Yet2.com, Innoget)
open design projects (e.g. Open Source Green Vehicle, OSCar, RepRap, Fab@home, Openmoko,
Local Motors)
 mass customization (e.g. LEGO, Spreadshirt, Threadless, Mi adidas, eMachine Shop) and
 crowdsourcing/user innovation (e.g. IBM, BMW, DELL, P&G, SAP).
In the second dimension “categories of value creation taxonomy” the following are classified as
spheres of influence in value creation taxonomy:
 value system structure
 value creation process and
 value creation artifact.
As the final step (D), in efforts to scale the levels of the individual drivers differentially according to
each case, an evaluation was carried out using a five-stage ordinal scale.
The identified drivers and their levels of intensity describe the new logic in value creation
taxonomy, which can be characterized as openness. Through the allocation into spheres of
influence, they can be linked to form a heuristic framework that provides the foundation for the
subsequent construction of a theory.
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Fig. 4 Concept of analysis matrix of the case study

4 The theory of openness
Openness is interpreted according to the understanding that applies here in terms of system
theory. Consequently, it concerns one of two system conditions or one of two types of systems. In
contrast to a closed system, an open system is distinguished by the fact that at least one of its
elements is involved in interactions with elements of another system (

Figure 5).

Fig. 5 Open and closed systems

As organized social systems are always in interactive relationships with surrounding systems, they
can in principle be viewed as open systems. Reasons of simplification meant that in the past it was
customary to characterize companies and production systems as closed systems. However, at
present this simplification leads to a situation in which the design and management of systems
does not produce satisfactory results. Through changes in the environment, the required openness
is increasing and no longer remains negligible. Openness is therefore not a completely new feature
but an inherent system property that is becoming increasingly relevant. In this sense, openness
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describes the ability for interaction with other elements and is at the same time a prerequisite for
the long-term viability of systems. Consequently, ULRICH’s opinion is adopted in which open
systems do not have to be considered in isolation in terms of their internal structure but
fundamentally in terms of their interlinking with the economy and society. Hence “company
management […]” takes place “as a constant adaptation process between undertaking and a multifaceted and dynamic environment with the aim of permanently being in a fluid equilibrium with
society.” [25]
The spread of information and communications technology as well as production technology and
the accompanying networking together with the increasing interaction potential demand a
strategic, structural and procedural opening in form of interactive value creation. This is
synonymous with the claim that “networking” and “openness” are complementary strategies. If this
corresponds with reality, the result for companies is that a rational approach demands a change of
the two activities at the same time and in the same direction. However, as the increased
networking that delivers the growing potential for interaction is an exogenous influence, the only
logical consequence for companies would be to pursue more intensively a strategy of openness.

5 Openness in the context of value systems
Using the empirical findings, it was possible to concentrate the drivers identified in the value
creation configuration into a dichotomous system of categories with “openness” and “closedness”
as the two contrasting poles of meaning. As a result of the conducted empirical investigation the
theory of openness derives from the observation that, among the currently prevailing conditions in
the business world, more open approaches to the configuration of value creation are acquiring
greater importance than the more closed approaches. Here the spheres of influence of value
systems can be subdivided into the categories of value creation structure, architecture of the value
creation artifact and value creation process.

Openness of value creation structure
Two aspects are considered with respect to the openness of the structure of value systems. Firstly,
it is necessary to examine the relationship of the system to the outside, which means defining the
position and porosity of the system boundary to its surrounding systems (position, number,
permeability of interfaces). Secondly, the inner structure of value systems can be investigated in
terms of whether they satisfy the requirements of openness. Consequently, the drivers under
investigation are differentiated into the spheres of influence of intraorganizational (Communication
culture, Organizational structure, Configuration, Changeability) and interorganizational
(interorganizational coordination, Networking, Role dynamics) openness (

Figure 6).
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Fig. 6 Openness of value creation structure

Openness of the architecture of the value creation artifact
In addition to the value system structure, the object of value creation itself, the value creation
artifact, has the potential to be designed in an “open” manner. As an artificial system, an artifact
differs from a natural system in a way that it has been consciously created by humans for a specific
purpose. Correspondingly, a value creation artifact is the result of a value creation process. This is
always a combination of tangible and intangible constituents. The architecture of such an object

Figure 7). While structure

extends over the spheres of influence of structure and function (

(with its drivers: Granularity, Modularity, Property rights structure), which can in turn be classified
as property rights constellation and physical structure, tends to be regarded as the means to an
end, the function (Modularity, Property rights structure, Type of product/service) tends to be linked
with the actual defining purpose. Openness in relation to the physical structure of a value creation
artifact results from the bundle of properties of granularity, modularity and complexity. The
property rights constellation assumes a key role in the design of the value creation artifact. It is
decisive in the opening of the value creation process. Similarly, the type of service provides
information on the openness of the value creation artifact and hence on the potential to be
produced in an open value creation process.
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Fig. 7 Openness of the value creation artefact

Openness in the value creation process
The degree of openness in the value creation process is determined by the value creation strategies
and activities of the actors in the value creation process (

Figure 8). Open value creation

strategies focus customer benefits by means of an individualized offer. The identified drivers here
are “Competitive strategy”, “Competitive advantage” and “Business model”. Openness aims here at
synergies through cooperation with other actors and allows for at least partial decommercialization
of traditional business areas in order to be able to achieve competitive advantages which can be
monetized in other “new” areas. Co-activity, as a second key category, with the identified drivers
“Width” and “Depth” of the co-activity, shapes the openness of the value creation process and
includes all the activities and actions (co-actions) between actors aimed at maximizing value
creation.
The existence and spread of interactive value creation substantiates a reality that can no longer be
registered by existing models for explaining production or value creation. The company-centred
models that currently provide the basis for description, explanation and decision were developed
for system states that in the meantime have to some extent become obsolete. In contrast, Open
Production represents an adequate framework for explaining and designing interactive value
creation systems that is commensurate with the current and future requirements. It is based on the
theory of openness.

Fig. 8 Openness in the value creation process

6 Open Production
The Open Production framework provides the instruments for designing value creation at the
normative, strategic and operative level against the backdrop of a mission statement for openness.
It is based on a combined view of production from business administration and engineering aspects
(cf. [26-28]).
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Starting from a new understanding of value, value creation and value systems, openness represents
an important attribute of future structures and processes in production. Here openness is
expressed firstly in the structures of value systems and value creation artifacts. Secondly,
collaborative forms of development, production and marketing represent the openness of the
value creation processes. Here the co-creative model offers the orientation basis for implementing
openness in production policy [10].
A considerable difference to the traditional view can be found in the fact that the system boundary
of the value creation system is not congruent with the boundary of the company domains and

Figure 9). The value system is

instead, a common company and customer domain exists (

also embedded in a social, technological, economic and ecological surrounding system, which
results in certain constraints for the design of value creation being defined exogenously.
From the viewpoint of the entrepreneurial actors it is now necessary to consider two essential
aspects on the basis of knowledge from the theory of openness. Firstly, the actor’s own identity
“in” the value system and the necessary changes to processes and structures associated with the
systems have to be adapted; secondly, the current perception and relationship to other actors in
the value creation system requires examination and where necessary adaptation.

Fig. 9 Value creation system embedded in its surrounding systems

Identity of entrepreneurial actors
Successful value creation configuration requires the potential of openness to be considered in all
three spheres of influence. The openness of the value system structure and the openness of the
value creation artifact form the basis. Only by this means will it be possible to achieve open or
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interactive value creation processes in the form of collaborative development, production and
marketing (

Figure 10).

To successfully implement the Open Production philosophy, it is necessary to take account of a
series of requirements in the design of value creation:













to relinquish complete control and the “desire for mastery”
heterarchic instead of hierarchic organization and coordination
consideration and exploitation of mechanisms of self-organization
consideration of potentials to support processes of development and production outside of the
company domains
ability for the flexible redesign of value creation configuration
intensive division of knowledge and labour
global action
intensification of incentives to participate through transparency
provision of hybrid product service systems and co-creation experiences instead of offering
“finished” products
consideration of equal ranking of all actors in the value creation system
elimination of the distinction between producer and consumer
consideration of the customer as a value-creating resource of the production system and a
proactive participant in value creation processes

Fig. 10 Open production: Key aspects of entrepreneurial value creation

7 Application of the Open Production - Openness of the
property rights constellation
The theory of openness with its categories and the containing drivers for value creation
configuration has been depicted in the form of an overview and the Open Production framework
has been presented. The following discussion will examine the potential of an open design in terms
of the factor “property rights configuration” as an example, from the category of the value creation
artifact.
Fundamental constellations of property rights are private, common, club and public. Different types
of goods may be allocated to these categories. These types of goods may be classified according to
their rivalry in consumption and the excludability of others from their consumption (cf.

Figure

11). However, mixed property relationships may also exist.
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Fig. 11 Taxonomy of the types of goods according to rivalry and excludability

Informational goods
The quantitative increase in the information component of goods [29] calls for a fundamental
reassessment of the structure of value creation artifacts. With respect to information goods, the
very broad definition of SHAPIRO and VARIAN is adopted here, which defines information goods as
everything that can be digitized [30]. They increasingly provide input for the value creation artifact
as intangible and digital goods. With respect to rivalry and excludability, however, different
premises apply for this type of goods than for physical components.
Consequently, according to QUAH one feature of digital goods is that they are not subject to rivalry
[31]. Hence, an additional user or consumer of the good concerned does not have an adverse effect
on its quality (or an additional user does not reduce the available quantity). Digital goods may also
be copied an infinite number of times with marginal costs of zero while maintaining constant
quality. Although excludability does not exist per se for digital goods, it may be inserted either
technically (e.g. imposition of secrecy, encryption) or legally (through ownership rights).
Companies attempt to exclude others from using a certain good by means of patents and utility
models and artificially create scarcity. This “closedness” in relation to property rights is commonly
interpreted as a competitive advantage as the trouble-free duplicability represents a particularly
serious problem in the management of information goods.
In a balanced competitive economy, the price of a good corresponds to its marginal costs [32].
However, marginal costs of zero mean that a supplier will find no customers prepared to pay. The
characteristic high fixed costs of initial production for information goods and the very low marginal
costs of “duplication” therefore lead to a situation in which the pricing is not able to obey
conventional microeconomic rules. SHAPIRO and VARIAN therefore quote customer evaluation as a
principal pricing element [32]. Yet it is difficult to anticipate the value that a customer will attach to
a product in the future.
As a consequence of this logic, profit-oriented companies will try to exploit all industrial property
rights (patents, utility models) in order to transform the potentially public good of “information”
into a private good since the owners of private goods are able to specify a monopolistic price for
their products.
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However, it is questionable whether the contractual definition and transfer of property rights as
understood in classical markets is at all suitable for the interactive production of information and
knowledge. Classical protection rights of intellectual property, as a relic of the industrial method of
production, are of only limited use within the context of interactive value creation [33]. Practical
examples, such as that of Local Motors, show that the “opening” of knowledge about the artifact is
capable of allowing efficient value creation.

Open design
The case of open source software production makes it clear that it is not only the classical property
rights configuration of private ownership that provides an incentive to create and propagate
knowledge but also that of the public good. Sociology and social psychology offer an approach for
explaining this “anomaly” [34].
A series of studies [35-44] has already examined the motives for a wide range of actors to
participate in open value systems. To summarize, a wide range of intrinsic and extrinsic types of
motive have therefore been distinguished, whereby the motives of different groups of actors
(customer and company domains) contrast with each other, although there is also some overlap
(

Figure 12).

An open design strategy is able to exploit the knowledge of a large number of interested,
passionate and qualified users in product development [45]. Open design (OD) describes how joint
developments can be protected from losing their openness and the basis for their further
development by a certain type of licence.

Fig. 12 Incentives for various actors to participate in open value creation systems

OD grants freedoms that may be formulated in line with the freedoms of open source software
(

Figure 13). The Open Design Foundation has drawn up the conditions for such licences

[46]. Hence the design of OD licences requires a few basic principles to be taken into account. The
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first and most important point is binding the development of an OD system to continuous and
freely available documentation. It forms the basis for each further stage of development. Secondly,
when the OD system is distributed (whether free of charge or for a fee) in connection with a
proprietary system, it is important to ensure clear identification of the OD system. Thirdly, it is
permitted to carry out modifications of any kind to an OD system. However, should the modified
system be further distributed, there is an obligation to document the modification and also to make
this documentation freely accessible.
The basis for the long-term competitiveness of companies should be the establishment of an
equilibrium between public and protected knowledge. Examples of Local Motors and other
companies (e.g. in software industry) show, the potential benefit of Openness in a way of making
former protected knowledge public and giving it away to the customers. The tendency towards the
secrecy of all knowledge is problematic as it contributes to basic scientific research being forced out
of “areas saturated with patents”, which in the long term also brings disadvantages for companies.
It is therefore necessary to answer the individual questions as to how much knowledge can be or
has to be released in order to establish this equilibrium. However, companies must also be able to
protect their corporate values by having end products patented. Finding the right equilibrium
demands a process of adaptation from many companies after segregation strategies were given
priority for a long time.

Fig. 13 Freedoms in connection with Open Design

8 Conclusion
Producing companies face the challenge of designing their own value creation through suitable
developments in product, process and structure with a view to the future. In doing so, they
primarily tend to concentrate exclusively on classical parameters such as time, costs and quality.
The phenomena of a merging of production and consumption, production in distributed structures
and processes as well as mass collaboration [47] as an intensive form of interaction between actors
are spreading through all areas of daily life. They have long since ceased to be restricted to the
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production of informational goods, but instead can be increasingly observed in the world of
physical goods.
Globalization and increasing networking of information are thus leading to completely new
patterns of value creation, which can be summed up under the term “bottom-up economics”. This
differs essentially in its structure-related and process-related character from industrial production,
by following a system of logic based on openness. As the classical models for designing and
explaining value creation configuration are predominantly based on top-down approaches, they are
increasingly less suitable for modelling value creation.
Despite some euphoria concerning the newer procedures based on information technology, such as
open source, open innovation and crowdsourcing, etc., research into “openness” as a characteristic
of value creation taxonomy is largely a neglected area in academic terms. In spite of the
acknowledged potential of the underlying principles, a broad-based academic examination is
lacking – not to mention systematic implementation in company practice. The main reason for this
is the absence of a suitable procedure and framework concepts capable of supporting companies in
the configuration of value creation. In view of this problem, Open Production represents a
framework that promises success. Fields of activity for management can be derived from this,
which, taking special account of the theory of openness, include a large number of practice-related
options for the design of value systems and offer orientation aids for the design of production
structures [48].
Further systematic and possible quantitative research work is necessary in order to support the
theory of openness and to refine the formulated model. In addition to the unsolved problem of
quantitative measurability, further need for research exists in terms of finding a suitable or
sufficient measure of openness. Factors specific to product, sector, market and above all the
company play a role here and will require closer examination in the future. Irrespective of this and
against the backdrop of current changes in the environment of producing companies, openness
represents a strategic component without an alternative in value creation configuration.
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